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Reflection Questions:

1. What I least enjoyed about this was how simple our design was making it quite difficult to come up with enough steps for the project. What was most enjoyable was knowing that this is similar to using a Gantt chart. I couldn’t make it as detailed because to do so, I would have to have a very clear understanding of who I would need to contact, what meetings would need to take place, etc. for the Gantt chart to be accurate and for there to be more steps but we do not have that knowledge to actually implement our idea.

2. The biggest challenge was simply not knowing all the relevant information needed to be as specific as possible. For example, I know we’d have to meet with UITS about creating a One.IU app but we do not know who we would meet with about that.

3. The skills I utilized were those learned in my high school entrepreneurial economics courses when we did a project exactly like this except we actually implemented our idea on campus and it could be for any facility on campus whether that’s the dorms/barracks or dining hall or academic buildings. This was very similar to using a Gantt chart minus the detail on this assignment.

4. Although this is very interesting, I would not want to go into this field. This is not the type of work I want to be doing but it is valuable work.